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What Are We Talking About?

• The importance of characters and their roles.

• What is a role?

• How do we make space for roles?

• Case studies: Icewind Dale, Fallout: New 
Vegas, and Pillars of Eternity

• How to best represent roles in games.



Who Am I?
• Josh Sawyer

• Design Director at Obsidian Entertainment

• Started at Black Isle Studios in 1999

• Playing TTRPGs since 1985

• Worked on Icewind Dale I & II, Neverwinter
Nights II, Fallout: New Vegas, and Pillars of 
Eternity



Anecdotes I Am Very Excited About!

• Serial Killer With a Degree in 
Architecture and a Straight Razor

• Holy Strategist of the Red Knight 
Who Abused Divination Spells

• Wizard Who Trapped a Rival’s 
Ghost in a Mirror

• Autistic Beekeeper Who Reads 
Prophecies in Bee Dances



No, I Don’t
Want to

Hear About
Your

Character 



Actually, We’d
Love to

Hear About
Your

Character!!! 



Why is this Important?

• Players have created cool 
characters in their heads.

• The game you make is what allows 
them to express that.

• Character creation is the promise.

• If you don’t create opportunities 
during play, that promise will 
never come true.



Brief History of Role-Playing Games

• Little Wars and Chainmail

• Dungeons & Dragons

• Wizardry and Ultima

• Bard’s Tale, Phantasie, 
Might & Magic

• The Gold Box Series

• Fallout and Baldur’s Gate



What is a Role?

• A place in the world and the story.

• A way of dealing with obstacles.

• An aesthetic that fits in and stands out.



How Do We Make Space for Roles?

• This is organic.

• Create the World 
– Tone and Aesthetic

– Sense of Time and Place

– Cause and Effect, Rules of the World

• Create Stories, i.e. Conflicts and Resolutions

• Congrats: You Created a Role-Playing Space!



Icewind Dale (Forgotten Realms)

• Create the World: The Spine of the World
– Tone and Aesthetic: Cold, Isolated, Ancient, Wild, 

Painterly (Focus on Portraits)

– Sense of Time and Place, Style: High Fantasy 
Wilderness, Ancient Ruins, D&D + more Conan

– Cause and Effect: Good vs. evil, evil vs. evil, eternal 
struggle, heroic sacrifice wins.





Icewind Dale - Stories

• Largely driven by non-player characters.

• Almost entirely combat-focused.

• Player was following rather than driving 
action.

• Linear progression of events.



Icewind Dale – Range of Roles

• Largely defined by 2nd Edition Advanced 
Dungeons & Dragons.

• Very heavy combat focus for most classes.

• Non-combat skills were not a focus.



Icewind Dale - Problems

• Lack of a central protagonist.

• Not much coordination between designers.

• Stat, class, and race checks were uncommon.

• Linear progression doesn’t give much freedom.

• The “big choice” at the end is made for you – no 
real agency or role to play at all.



Fallout: New Vegas - World

• Tone and Aesthetic: Spaghetti Western Fallout, 
Golden Age Las Vegas, Dark Humor, Bleak but 
Hopeful

• Time and Place: New Vegas, Post-Post Apocalypse

• Cause and Effect: War Never Changes, Individuals 
Can’t Change Everything





Fallout: New Vegas - Stories

• Much more player-driven, Man With No 
Name-style.

• Right and wrong, good and evil are more 
grey.

• Almost no plot-critical NPCs.

• Skill-based classless system, single character 
= More focus on non-combat resolutions.

• Non-linear by design.



Fallout: New Vegas – Problems

• Skill checks as “win” conditions.

• Lack of background definition.

• Faction armor conflicted with style choices.

• Western and Vegas outfits were mechanically 
bad.



F:NV DLC - Adjustments

• Skill checks could get you into 
trouble (Dean Domino).

• Ulysses’ obsession with the 
Courier fleshes out backstory.

• Created more “faction-neutral” 
versions of popular outfits.



N.B. – Armored Clothing Mods

• Fallout: New Vegas had a lot of cool outfits.

• They were all bad, mechanically.

• Modders made armored clothing mods for 
cowboy outfits, tuxedos, etc.



Pillars of Eternity - World

• Tone and Aesthetic – “Grounded” Fantasy, 
Realistic but not Historic, Retro

• Time and Place – Early Modern Colonial

• Cause and Effect – Push forward too fast, the 
gods push back, no “alignment”.





Pillars of Eternity - Stories

• Combat focus, but also other ways to resolve 
conflicts (stealth, conversation, scripted 
interactions).

• More linear structure than Fallout: New Vegas.

• Still insisted on few plot-critical NPCs.



Pillars of Eternity – Wider Spectrum

• Many race, class, background, and skill 
options.

• Very few gear restrictions

• No skill restrictions

• Attribute system designed for “weird” builds

• Scripted Interactions and Dispositions





Pillars of Eternity - Scripted Interactions

• Choose your own adventure interactions.

• Illustrations reduced the burden of fidelity.

• Scripted checks allowed gameplay that wasn’t 
normally a core system (e.g. climbing walls, 
swimming).



Pillars of Eternity - Dispositions

• Dispositions: Micro-adjustments to 
personality reputations
– Aggressive / Diplomatic

– Benevolent / Cruel

– Honest / Deceptive

– Clever / Stoic

– Rational / Passionate



Pillars of Eternity - The Trouble with Expectations

• Armor and Weapons – Everyone uses what they 
did in D&D

• Ciphers, Lore, and Resolve – “The” Dialogue 
Unlocks

• “Seeing Red”

• Low Godlike, Priest of Eothas Reactivity

• Narrow Skills = Vague Character Definition



Pillars of Eternity – Problems with Disposition

• Some reactions felt forced

• Some characters shouldn’t have known –
Psychic Galvino

• “Deceptive” – The Disposition no one should 
know.



Pillars of Eternity II - Adjustments

• More “kith” enemies in non-traditional arms and 
armors.

• Better “Karma Policing”

• Skills Broadened from 5 to 17, Active/Passive

• Increased Godlike, Deadfire reactivity

• Excluding Disposition increases and checks when 
they don’t make sense.



RPGs with Defined Protagonists

• Michael Thornton, Alpha Protocol

• Geralt of Rivia, The Witcher
(Required by Polish Law to 
Mention)



Pros and Cons of Defined Protagonists

• Narrows the character focus considerably.
• Michael Thornton (Alpha Protocol)

– 3 JBs: James Bond, Jason Bourne, Jack Bauer
– Specific place in the world and story

• Geralt of Rivia (Witcher)
– Well-defined character in terms of skills and 

appearance.
– Geralt doesn’t sneak = no stealth!



Pros and Cons of Defined Protagonists

• If the players don’t like the character… that’s 
it.

• Aesthetic and role-playing options are 
inherently constrained.

• The Middle Ground – Mass Effect



Role-ing Things Out

• Play TTRPGs – really!

• Run DM/GM TTRPGs

• Karma policing… thoughtfully.

• Reward everything in the first hour of gameplay.

• When designing quests, highlight who’s going to 
shine.



Why Play TTRPGs?

• Exposes you to a more creative medium for 
character expression.

• Makes you think from the perspective of a 
player, convincing the GM.

• Ignites a passion for recreating the feeling of a 
TTRPG.



Why Run TTRPGs?

• Makes you aware of the relationship you have 
with players: give and take.

• Players will push against your designs, teach 
you to roll with it.

• You will start designing adventures for players 
to break – or at least to play them as they 
want to.



Karma Policing, Thoughtfully

• Track your reactivity. 

• Numbers don’t tell the whole story.

• Respond to characters as the world 
should.

• Spread things out, don’t force 
them.



Reward Everything in the First Hour

• The first hour is where you hold 
true to the promise.

• Forcing yourself to do this gets you 
comfortable with the boundaries of 
plausibility.

• Players don’t mind that the density 
doesn’t remain as high.



Highlight the Heroes
• Certain quests will allow 

certain roles to stand out.
• Some quests won’t.
• RPGs are marathons, not 

sprints. Don’t force things 
where they don’t fit.

• Allow quests to focus more 
on certain character types.



The Great Challenge

• Recreating the spirit of a TTRPG is hard.

• Playing and running TTRPGs helps keep that spirit 
in your mind.

• Look for opportunities to reward the player for 
their choices.

• Check your work and listen to your fans. There’s 
always room for improvement.



Thank You!

• Kacper Szymczak – Creativeforge

• All of my Black Isle and Obsidian co-workers

• All of our fans and critics

twitter: @jesawyer

tumblr: jesawyer.tumblr.com


